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Abstract—This paper aims to evaluate the accuracy of optical
character recognition (OCR) systems on real scanned books.
The ground truth e-texts are obtained from the Project Guten-
berg website and aligned with their corresponding OCR output
using a fast recursive text alignment scheme (RETAS). First,
unique words in the vocabulary of the book are aligned with
unique words in the OCR output. This process is recursively
applied to each text segment in between matching unique words
until the text segments become very small. In the final stage,
an edit distance based alignment algorithm is used to align
these short chunks of texts to generate the final alignment. The
proposed approach effectively segments the alignment problem
into small subproblems which in turn yields dramatic time
savings even when there are large pieces of inserted or deleted
text and the OCR accuracy is poor. This approach is used to
evaluate the OCR accuracy of real scanned books in English,
French, German and Spanish.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to evaluate optical character

recognition (OCR) accuracy on a set of books and to do

this for multiple languages. OCR evaluation usually requires

knowledge of the ground truth. One can build the ground

truth manually but it is a labor intensive task [1]. A common

approach to obtaining ground truth is to typeset data, print

and scan it and then run an OCR [2], [3]. Results can

be compared to the known ground truth. Another approach

involves generating synthetic data and adding noise using

degradation models [4] and using that to estimate errors.

Both approaches do not provide a good estimate of the

error rates of OCR models for large book scanning projects

(Google Books or the Internet Archive) because of the va-

riety of errors. Old books have different fonts, the scanning

process introduces blur, characters and words at the edge of a

book are often warped and there are numerous other possible

sources of noise. For example, the OCR error rate on Latin

books from the Internet Archive is substantially higher than

that for English books although both essentially use the

same character set (with small differences) and the OCR

engine is supposed to be able to recognize documents in both

languages. This cannot be inferred using the two approaches

above. What we, therefore, need is a true estimate of actual

errors in books.

Feng and Manmatha [5] proposed the use of ground truth

texts from the Project Gutenberg website [6] to estimate

OCR errors. These public domain books have been proofread

by volunteers and are, therefore, mostly free of OCR and

transcription errors. One issue with these books is that

formatting information (line, page breaks) has been removed

so that we are essentially left with one long string of pos-

sibly half a million characters. They, therefore, approached

the problem as one of aligning the OCR output with the

Gutenberg version of the text using a Hidden Markov

Model (HMM). A typical book treated as a string may

easily have 500,000 characters. At this scale well-known

string alignment techniques (for ex. [7]) are not applicable

because of their computational and/or spatial complexity.

Feng and Manmatha proposed the use of unique words in

the vocabulary of the book as anchor points to segment

long texts into shorter ones. Essentially, matching unique

words from the two books are taken to be anchor points. To

ensure robustness anchor matches are confirmed by verifying

that n-grams around the anchor also match. The resulting

segments are later aligned individually using a HMM based

model and the aligned segments are concatenated according

to their original order. This approach effectively scales the

whole alignment problem into a number of manageable

size problems that require far less computation and memory

space. The technique works because many unique words in

the ground truth are correctly recognized in spite of OCR

errors 1. Boschetti et al. [8] use the same approach to align

multiple books for OCR error correction.

One issue with Feng and Manmatha’s approach is that in

some situations the stretch between two anchor words may

be relatively large making the dynamic programming some-

what expensive. A second issue is that the HMM requires

some probabilities to be estimated by training. Potentially,

this could change with language and OCR (though their

technique seemed to be relatively stable to the OCR used).

We, therefore, propose a new fast recursive alignment ap-

proach to estimating OCR accuracy for books. First unique

words in the vocabulary of the book are identified. The

unique words from the ground truth and the OCR output

1By Zipf’s law, half of the vocabulary words in an English document
are unique.



are aligned using a longest common subsequence(LCS)

algorithm. The texts are then anchored at the unique words

and the text segmented in to smaller subsequences (i.e. each

subsequence is the piece of text between two anchor points).

Each subsequence may now be thought of as a document.

If we look at the vocabulary of each subsequence (not the

vocabulary of the book) we will now find words which are

unique in it. Thus, each subsequence can now be aligned

using its own set of unique words. The process is recursively

repeated until the subsequences become very small and can

then be aligned using an edit distance based string alignment

algorithm. This approach is very fast and can be used to align

a typical book with its ground truth in about 1 second using

today’s desktop computer.

This technique only estimates OCR accuracy for texts

which have a ground truth in the form of a Gutenberg text

or similar text. This is still useful for a variety of reasons.

For example, monitoring the error rate of a set of books is

a good and fast way of evaluating the effects of a change in

preprocessing on OCR error rates. It is also a good way of

evaluating average OCR errors in different languages.

The specific contributions of this paper are as follows: (i)

the recursive text alignment scheme (RETAS) which exploits

the unique words approach (Section I) (ii) evaluation of OCR

accuracy for a collection of books written in a variety of

languages including English, French, German and Spanish

(Section V) and (iii) a dataset of books with OCR output

and groundtruth texts in the above languages which will be

made publicly available 2. An overview of the alignment

problem, the complexity of the proposed method and our

conclusions are given in Section II, IV and VI respectively.

II. THE ALIGNMENT PROBLEM

Standard sequence alignment techniques typically require

O(n2) time and/or space (n = length of the sequences).

This can be very expensive since lining up books and their

Gutenberg versions requires the alignment of long sequences

which can differ considerably. For copyright reasons, the

volunteers may remove introductions (some as long as 40

pages). In addition, the scanned versions and the Guten-

berg versions may have some differences because they are

different editions. These can vary from minor differences

to substantial differences. For example, the scanned version

may have extra footnotes (which can be considerable for

humanities texts) while the Gutenberg version will not have

any of these footnotes. There are also scanning errors such

as duplicate or missing pages. In addition to all of these, the

OCR generated text may be severely degraded due to low

document image quality.

Rice [7] proposed to align the ground truth text with

the OCR output using Ukkonen’s edit distance based string

2Data is available at: http://ciir.cs.umass.edu/downloads/ocr-evaluation or
http://books.cs.umass.edu/downloads/ocr-evaluation

alignment algorithm for evaluating OCR accuracy of syn-

thetic document images. Although Ukkonen’s algorithm is

very efficient for short sequences, it is too expensive for

long sequences especially if there are potentially large gaps

such as the books we have. On the other hand Feng and

Manmatha’s approach [5] and our approach break up the

problem in to a number of small quadratic problems each

of which can be solved much more efficiently. We discuss

this further in the complexity section.

III. THE RECURSIVE TEXT ALIGNMENT SCHEME

(RETAS)

The first stage involves recursively dividing up each

input text into smaller pieces and is referred to as the

Recursive Stage (Section III-A). In the second stage these

short texts are aligned at the word and character level using

an edit distance based algorithm to produce a final alignment

(Section III-B).

A. Recursive Stage

At each step of the recursion, each segment is divided into

smaller ones using a set of unique words called “anchors”.

Feng and Manmatha [5] use a hash table to find common

unique words between aligned segments and then use them

as anchors. However, this can introduce errors 3 and hence

they added a verification step which involved checking

whether the n-grams around the unique words also matched.

Here we adopt a different approach. The idea is to find the

greatest number of unique words which has the same order

in both texts. The problem turns out to be a search for the

longest common subsequence between two lists of unique

words. It should be noted that in this way we ensure that

the resulting segments have the same order in both texts

which eliminates the need for a verification step. In order to

make the LCS computation more efficient, the unique word

sets of the two segments are intersected and only the ones

that appear in both texts are used. Unique words in the LCS

are used as anchors to split each segment into smaller ones

and the recursive step replied to each of these. At the end

of the recursion, a large number of short text segments are

generated for the final alignment which is performed on the

word and then character level.

Figure 1 depicts the proposed alignment scheme for

two sample texts. In Figure 1a a small portion of the

OCR generated text and its ground truth is shown. Unique

words are colored for both texts. Aligning the unique words

allows us to determine that the underlined unique words

(i.e.,“aliens”, “light”, “barely”) match with each other and

are used as anchor points to segment the texts. Thus the

text between “aliens” and “light” forms a segment and the

text between “light” and “barely” another. Notice that OCR

errors generate a number of unique words such as “Plamet”

3This is because the texts may have some additional text if they are
different editions





of noise) thus implying that most segments will be small.

To make sure that the the size of the dynamic programming

table in memory is sufficient it is set to have a threshold of

(2 million) at both word and character level. This implies

that entries up to 2 pages can be aligned even if there is

no common unique word. Large stretches without common

unique words are more likely due to missing or extra text

and hence if the size of the table is likely to be over this

limit then the characters are aligned with “null” indicators.

IV. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

Rice [7] used Ukkonen’s algorithm for alignment. This

algorithm requires O(nd) time and O(nd) space where n
is the length of the sequence in characters and d the edit

distance between the two strings. If we take a book which

has 200 pages and the scanned version has an extra 20

page long introduction or other matter (not unusual) then

d can be of the order of n and hence the complexity in both

space and time is O(n2). In fact while Rice’s implementation

works very well for a few pages and when there are a small

number of changes in the sequences, it fails when there are

significant changes between the two sequences as is common

in our case. This is not surprising since he designed his

algorithm to align short texts to evaluate the OCR accuracy

on the page level.

The overall cost of RETAS is characterized by the total

cost for the word and character level alignment at the leaf

level of the recursion. For the average case, assume that

each text segment is divided into k subsegments at each

level of the recursion and the length of the text segments at

the leaf level is K. Then, the total cost becomes O(nK)
since there are n/K text segments each of which takes

O(K2) time to align. For a typical book of about 100,000

words, our alignment is more than two orders of magnitude

faster than aligning the whole book as is done by Rice

[7]. Our algorithm is also substantially faster than Feng

and Manmatha’s algorithm [5]. For example, for 200 runs

over English books of size 600K characters on average our

algorithm took 220 seconds while theirs took 356 seconds.

For short books the difference is less obvious.

In theory, the worst case running time is achieved when

there are no common unique word between OCR output and

the ground truth and in this case the texts have to be aligned

using using an exact alignment algorithm at the leaf level

(i.e., K = n). As mentioned in the previous section this is

a very unlikely scenario and never happens in practice.

V. EXPERIMENTS

The first part of our experiments uses a noise model to

create synthetic texts with varying amounts of noise. These

texts are used to evaluate the effectiveness of the alignment

algorithm. In the second part, we evaluate OCR accuracy of

books using the proposed alignment scheme.
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Figure 2. Accuracy of the alignment output versus document noise.
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Figure 3. Estimated and the ground truth OCR accuracies for characters,
words and stopwords.

A. Verification of the Alignment Scheme

We first look at the behavior of the algorithm when

synthetic noise is added to a text. We adopt the noise model

introduced in [5]. In a nut-shell, this model applies basic

string edit operations on the character level iteratively until

the desired amount of noise is reached. For the synthetic

experiments, an electronic copy of the book “The Critique of

Practical Reason by Immanuel Kant” (English) was obtained

from the Project Gutenberg website [6]. The book is con-

verted into a sequence of words each of which is separated

by a single space character, letter cases are preserved and

all punctuation letters are removed. In this form, the book

includes around 350K characters (including spaces) and 63K

words. The noise level of a synthetic text is defined by

the percentage of randomly inserted, deleted and replaced

characters where the distribution of insertion, deletion and

replacement operations is [1/3, 1/3, 1/3] for each text. The

percentage of changes (noise) is varied from 1 to 20 in steps

of 1. The experiment is repeated 100 times with different

random seeds and the statistics are averaged.



Table I
ESTIMATED CHARACTER AND WORD OCR ACCURACIES FOR BOOKS IN

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN AND SPANISH FROM THE INTERNET

ARCHIVES. PUNCTUATIONS ARE IGNORED.

average OCR word OCR character
Dataset #books word length accuracy accuracy

English 100 4.45 0.934 0.973
French 20 4.91 0.883 0.961
German 20 5.66 0.878 0.949
Spanish 20 4.83 0.900 0.959

Figure 2 shows that the character alignment accuracy is

≥ 99% correct even if there exists 20% noise in the synthetic

text. Notice that, for 20% noise, the word error rate is

over 75%. The OCR accuracy on real books is actually

much higher. Alignment errors occur when an OCR error

transforms a unique word to a legal unique word which is

also present in the ground truth. For example, transforming

“ball” to “call” and could possibly lead to segmentation

errors. This is rare since most OCR errors lead to words

which are not present in the ground truth.

Figure 3 shows both the ground truth and estimated

character, word and stopword accuracies using RETAS. The

stopword list consists of 100 most frequent words in English

trained using 15 books from the Project Gutenberg. Note that

accuracy estimations are almost overlaid over the ground

truth values implying that the proposed methodology is

successful in estimating OCR accuracies.

B. Evaluation of OCR Accuracy on Real Scanned Books

A number of scanned books in different languages are

downloaded from [9] and their OCR accuracy is evaluated.

According to the metadata, these books are recognized using

ABBYY FineReader 8.0. The ground truth texts are obtained

from [6]. For each book, word and character recognition ac-

curacies are estimated. The OCR accuracy metric is defined

as follows:

OCRacc =
m

c
(1)

where m is the total number of matching characters/words in

the alignment and c is the total number of characters/words

in the ground truth. This metric accounts for the containment

of the ground truth text in the OCR output. The rationale

behind this approach is to obtain a statistical evaluation of

the OCR accuracy for the portion of the text for which we

have ground truth. Note that the scanned text may have

extra portions (e.g. an extra introduction) and the metric is

not sensitive to such text. With the reasonable assumption

that the rest of the book is similar we can assume that the

estimated OCR accuracy is true for portions for which we

have no groundtruth.

Estimated character and word accuracies are shown in

Table I. for four languages using the Latin alphabet. Both

word accuracies and character accuracies are directly esti-

mated. English is the most accurately recognized. The word

accuracy for Spanish is slightly higher than for French but

the character accuracies are reversed (this reflects the fact

that word and character statistics depend on language). It

is clear that the average OCR word error rate is about 7%

for English and more than 10% for other languages. Clearly

there is scope for substantial improvement in preprocessing

and the OCR itself for the non-English languages. The

character accuracy rates even for English do not reach 99%

indicating that there is potential for improvement there too.

VI. CONCLUSION

The recursive text alignment scheme (RETAS) is proposed

for evaluating the OCR accuracy of books. The basic idea is

to scale the whole string alignment problem into manageable

size problems. The proposed approach is shown to be effec-

tive and fast in this respect. This approach is used to evaluate

OCR accuracy of real scanned books in English, French,

German and Spanish. Future work includes (i) evaluating

OCR accuracy for other languages and scripts, (ii) automatic

identification of scanning errors using text alignment.
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